PLAN FOR KITCHEN & DINING HALL OF A.S.F.B.O.P.

1. KOTA STONE FLOORING POLISHED
2. CERAMIC DADO IN KITCHEN
3. GYA STONEWARE GRANITE WORK TOP
4. FLAT ROOF FOR DRY AREA AND BUME ROOF WHEREVER REQUIRED AND ENSURE NO WATER LOGGING AT SITE
5. BASIC FIXTURES & FURNITURE TO BE PROVIDED BY EXISTING AGENCY
6. SOLAR POWERED HOT WATER AND SOLAR WATER HEATING PROVISION MADE
7. DEEP FREEZE REFRIGERATOR PROVISION MADE
8. 3 MSHS 100X100 MIRAGE
9. 3 MSHS 100X100 MIRAGE

NOTES:

- APPROVAL NOTE: THIS DRG. HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY SRF VIE NO. 12/2008 AT NSR-16 PARA 97 TO 98.
- DRAWINGS ARE READY FOR TENDER PURPOSE ONLY.
- B.P.R. AT JAPAL CHATRA (PLANTATION LEVEL)
- AT UNIQUE DISTRICT/PROVIZ. NORTH BLOCK NEW DELHI

PLAN FOR COMMON BATH AND W.C.'S A.S.F.B.O.P.

- APPROVAL NOTE: THIS DRG. HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY SRF VIE NO. 12/2008 AT NSR-16 PARA 97 TO 98.
- DRAWINGS ARE READY FOR TENDER PURPOSE ONLY.
- B.P.R. AT JAPAL CHATRA (PLANTATION LEVEL)
- AT UNIQUE DISTRICT/PROVIZ. NORTH BLOCK NEW DELHI

NOTES:

- APPROVAL NOTE: THIS DRG. HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY SRF VIE NO. 12/2008 AT NSR-16 PARA 97 TO 98.